PROFILE: INVOLTA, LLC
DATA CENTER SERVICES LEADER VALUES FRONTIER ENERGY

Involta staff celebrates the 2015 grand opening of a high performance data center in Boise, Idaho.
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“Our principal concern with energy is actual outlays as energy
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“A blank paper, an
empty spreadsheet,
and a seemingly
insurmountable task
to compare the
future state with the
design that is not yet
built. How can energy
insights be drawn out
from scarce inputs?
How can energy
efficiencies be carved
out with confidence?
For Involta, a company
that builds, owns, and
operates data centers,
the problem was solved
with Energy Insight
(Frontier Energy).”
Jeff Thorsteinson
Chief Security Officer
Involta, LLC
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Frontier Energy, Inc., was at the table during the Boise project’s
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Similar savings are expected with the Boise data center thanks to
Energy Insight’s expertise, with an estimated 866,431 kWh in annual
energy savings, around $54,000 in cost savings per year, and a
projected payback of less than one year thanks to rebates acquired
through Idaho Power.
Customer service sets Frontier Energy apart from other commercial
energy auditing companies. Staff members show a genuine interest in
customers’ operations, expectations, and needs.
“It started with (Senior Energy Engineer) Tanuj Gulati making the trip
to see an Involta data center to take in, first hand, the methods of
operation and equipment in use,” Thorsteinson recalled. “During that
trip, he also started on the relationship, built on a foundation of trust,
competence, and communication. Tanuj has earned my trust and my
regard by always affording us the greatest care.”
The Boise data center was Involta’s eighth facility and more growth

Involta helped transform a former hardware store in Duluth, Minn.,
into a state-of-the-art data center, incorporating numerous energy efficient
technologies.

came about through acquisition in June, making for a total of 11.
“We hope to involve Energy Insight (Frontier Energy) in the future
expansion of data centers and when we build new, if possible,”
Thorsteinson said. “I would recommend Energy Insight (Frontier
Energy) to other energy intensive companies, whether they are data
centers or other heavy energy users without hesitation.”

Lighting provides a warm welcome to Involta’s Duluth Technology Drive
high efficiency data center.
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